Designed by Peter Stathis
and Michael McCoy

New LED Technology on the Horizon
Horizon, the most celebrated and beautiful table light
in the industry, is a visually striking embodiment of
Humanscale’s commitment to high performance
and functionality. Its brilliant and warm light throw is
powered by Thin Film LED Technology, producing an
ultra-wide glare-free footprint that is smooth and even.
Horizon intuitively dims from full brightness to nightlight
and is engineered with precision-brass ball joints for
effortless adjustment. This iconic piece is available in
eight vibrant colours and seamlessly complements any
design aesthetic. Horizon received a Red Dot Award
and the Next Generation Luminaires Award for product
design and performance, and has been accepted into
the permanent collection of the Museum of Modern Art
(MoMA).

Features
Striking and minimal design complements any interior
First table light to employ Thin Film LED Technology
Even plane of illumination casts just 1 shadow
Produces ultra-wide footprint of glare-free 3000K
(warm white) light
Spherical ball joints facilitate easy, intuitive positioning
7 levels of adjustable Smart Dimming increase the light’s
personal control and ergonomic function
Nightlight feature operates at just 1 watt
Lighting starts softly and adjusts gradually
to protect eyes
Robust, high-quality design ensures years
of maintenance-free use

Recommended Uses:
Living rooms
Hotel rooms
Conference rooms and
meeting areas
Office workspaces
Home offices
Bedrooms
Waiting areas

Specifications
Power consumption: 9 watts
Dims to 10% of maximum
Lifespan: Up to 50,000 hours
May contribute to valuable LEED credits
10 years warranty
Available in 8 vibrant colours

Twilight Blue

Bronze Gold

Dusk Pink

Sunrise Orange

Morning Pink

Jet Black

Arctic White

Silver

Environmental Story
Humanscale products are designed with a genuine focus on their
environmental impact at every stage of their development. For us, the best
designs in the world achieve more with less, and sustainability is the natural
result of this focus. Horizon is made using highly recyclable parts.
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